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We study integration and Fourier transform in the Colombeau algebra G oft
tempered generalized functions using a general damping factor. This unifies
different settings described earlier by J. F. Colombeau, M. Nedeljikov, S. Pilipovic,Â
Ž .and M. Damsma for a simplified version . Further we prove characterizations of
regularity for generalized functions in two situations: compactly supported or in the
image of S X inside G . Finally we investigate the notion of wave front set in thet
Ž . nColombeau algebra G V , V an open subset of R , and show that it is in fact
independent of the damping measure used for Fourier transform. Q 1999 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND BASIC NOTATION
Ž w x.Generalized functions in the sense of Colombeau cf. 1 extend classi-
cal distribution theory to a consistent and efficient method for solving
problems in nonlinear analysis. One main field of application and further
development is the systematic investigation of partial differential operators
Žinvolving nonlinear operators with singular objects e.g., linear PDO with
singular coefficients acting on distributions, nonlinear PDE with singular
w x .initial data, etc.; cf. 9, 4 for a survey of recent developments and results .
In distribution theory a refined tool to study propagation of singularities
by PDO}and even the character of singularities}was introduced by
w xHormander's definition of wave front set 5, Chap. 8 . Furthermore it canÈ
be used to extend the operations of composition and multiplication in
certain situations without leaving distribution theory. The notion of wave
front set rests on spectral analysis of singularities, i.e., investigation of
smoothness of a distribution near a point in R n by decay properties of the
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Fourier transform of ``localizations'' around this point. This concept was
carried over to Colombeau algebras by Pilipovic in a consistent way, i.e.,Â
on the subspace of distributions the notion of wave front set remains
Ž w x .unchanged cf. 8 for a detailed representation .
As in the classical theory one therefore uses an extension of Fourier
transform to tempered generalization functions. Such extensions were
defined in different ways: directly on the Colombeau algebra of tempered
Žw xgeneralized functions G by Colombeau 1, Chap. 4 ; considerably ex-t
w x. Ž w xtended in 12 , Pilipovic et al. cf. 8, Chap. 1 ; here, slightly more generalÂ
. Žw xweight functions for spatial decay are considered , and Damsma 2 ;
.simplified Colombeau algebras with null ideal changed , or on invariants of
w x Žsuch algebras as in 3 Fourier ultrafunctions, having as representatives
. w x Žsequences in the Schwartz space S and in 10, 11 Fourier transform on
.S lifted to algebras of quotients of S-sequence spaces .
All approaches to Fourier transform in tempered Colombeau algebras
Ž n.cited above use an extension of the classical integral formula on S R .
This seems natural since the classical duality method for extension to S X
is not applicable in this more general context but elements are represented
by sequences of smooth functions. It motivated various definitions of
integration as a linear map from the algebra to the ring of generalized
Ž w x.complex numbers cf. 1, Chap. 4; 7; 8, Chap. 1 .
In this paper we first unify integration theory and Fourier transform on
the Colombeau algebra of tempered generalized functions and also point
Ž .out some differences of the special settings Sections 2 and 3 . Then we
investigate and develop basic notions of regularity theory and microlocal
Ž .analysis in this context Sections 4 and 5 . It turns out that these are
independent of the integration method used in computing Fourier trans-
forms.
Throughout this paper we use notions and notation from Colombeau's
wtheory of generalized functions as developed and described in 1, Chaps. 1,
x2, 4; 9, Chap. III; 6, Chap. 1; 8, Chap. 1 .
Let us recall the definition of tempered generalized functions in detail
Ž w x. Ž .cf. 1, Chap. 4 . A m g N denotes the set of tensor products of testm 0
functions with vanishing moments up to order m and integral equal to 1.
Ž . Ž . nFor a test function f we use the notation f x s f xr« r« .«
DEFINITION 1. E is the set of all maps R: A = R n “ C with theM , t 0
following property: ;a g Nn ’N g N ;f g A ’c ) 0, h ) 0 such that0 N
Na yN n< <› R f , x F c 1 q x « ; x g R , 0 - « - h . 1Ž . Ž . Ž .«
N is the subset of all R g E with the property ;a g Nn ’N g Nt M , t 0
;q G N and f g A ’c ) 0, h ) 0,q
Na qyN n< <› R f , x F c 1 q x « ; x g R , 0 - « - h . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .«
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N is an ideal in E and we define the algebra of tempered generalizedt M , t
function by
G s E rN . 3Ž .t M , t t
Recall that the space of tempered distributions S X is embedded into Gt
Ž .by convolution, i.e., u ‹ u)f factors to an injective map. On thef
subspace O of smooth functions with uniform polynomial growth orderC
for all derivatives}therefore in particular on S}this embedding is equal
Ž .to the map induced by u ‹ u . We denote by C the ring of generalizedf
Ž . ncomplex numbers i.e., constants in G . Frequently, if R: A = R “ C is0
wŽ Ž . xmoderate we denote its class in the Colombeau algebra by cl R f, ? orf
Ž w x. XR q N as used in 6 . Fourier transform in S will always be denoted byt
Ã w xand follow the conventions of 5, Chap. 7 .
2. INTEGRATION IN Gt
For generalized functions with compact support the integral can be
defined by componentwise integration of a representative. It is easily seen
that it gives a linear map G “ C. To extend integration to a wider class ofc
generalized functions one idea is to introduce a damping factor in the
integrals of the representatives. Thus, if a generalized function is given by
Ž . Ž .a representative f, x ‹ R f, x we want to define
R q N dx [ cl R f , x S f , x dx , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hž /
f
Ž .where S f, x on the one hand produces convergence and on the other
Žhand must not cut away too much information about R i.e., should in
.some sense be ``close to 1'' ,
Ž .This can be achieved if the growth rate of representatives of the
generalized functions with respect to x can be controlled, as is the case for
Ž welements of G . Several approaches of this kind exist cf. 1, Chap. 4; 7; 8,t
x.Sect. 1.3; 2 but were developed separately. Since all these yield very
similar results concerning basic properties of integration and Fourier
transform it is tempting to collect these into one theory.
DEFINITION 2. A map S: A = R n “ C is called a damping measure if0
it has the following properties:
Ž . Ž . Ž n.i ;f g A : S f, ? g S R ;0
Ž . < Ž . < yp Ž < <.ypii ;f g A , ;p g N : ’c, h ) 0 : S f , x F c« 1 q x forq «
all x g R n and 0 - « - h;
Ž . < Ž . < qq1 < < qq1iii ;f g A : ’c, h ) 0 : S f , x y 1 F c« x for all x gq «
R n and 0 - « - h.
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Ž .We have to check that with this definition Eq. 4 gives a well-defined
generalized number if R is a representative of an element in G . Lett
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..nI R,f [ H R f, x S f, x dx and set I R [ I R, f .S R S S f
Ž .LEMMA 3. Let S be a damping measure. If R is a representati¤e of an
Ž .element in G then I R defines uniquely a generalized complex number, i.e.,t S
Ž .an element of C. R ‹ I R factors to a linear map G “ C.S t
Ž .Proof. By definition of E and property ii of the above definitionM , t
NypyNyp < <I R , f F R f , x S f , x dx F c« 1 q x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H HS « « «
Ž .for fixed N and p arbitrary hence I R is moderate; if R g N we haveS t
< Ž . < qyNyp Ž < <.NypI R, f F c« H 1 q x dx for fixed N, p arbitrary, and for allS «
Ž .q G N then I R s 0 in C. The second assertion follows immediately.S
We shortly discuss how former approaches to integration theory in Gt
fit into our framework:
Ž . w xEXAMPLE 4. i Colombeau 1, Chap. 4 introduces a damping function$
Ž .of the form S f, x s f x . Essential properties are reflected in the factŽ . $ ÃŽ . Ž .that for the scaled delta nets we have f x s f « x . Therefore the«
damping factor is equal to the constant 1 in the limit « “ 0. More$
qq1< Ž . < ŽŽ < <. .precisely, by definition of A we have 1 y f x s O « x if f g A .q « q
ÃFurther, since f is in S for all k g N an estimate
$ yk ykyk< < < <f x F c 1 q « x F c « 1 q xŽ . Ž . Ž .« k k
Ãholds. Note that f cannot have compact support if f g A .0
Ž . w xii In 7 Nedelijkov and Pilipovic developed a theory of integration,Â
convolution, and Fourier transform in the more general context of weighted
Ž wspaces of generalized functions we refer to the presentation in 8, Sect.
x.1.3 . For convenience of comparison and notational simplicity we concen-
Ž .trate on the special case of the weight function t r s 1 q r which exactly
Ž wreproduces G . Two slightly different approaches are studied cf. 8,r
x.Definition 1.42 :
Ž . Ž .a choose m g D with m s 1 near 0 and define S f, x s
Ž Ž . . Ž .  < < < Ž . 4m d f x where d f s sup y f y / 0 is the support number of f;
« Ž . Ž . Ž .the family m ? s m « ? 0 - « F 1 is called a unit net;
Ž . Ž « .b a net m is called a special unit net if0 - « F1
v
«0 F m F 1 for all « ,
v there exist constants b, r ) 0 such that for all «
< <1 if x - br«
«m x sŽ . ½ < <0 if x ) br« q r ,
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v
« «Ž .all derivatives of m are bounded independently of « ; if m is«
Ž . dŽf .Ž .a special unit net set S f, x s m x .
Ž Ž . Ž .In both cases we have the following estimate note that d f s « d f«
Ž . Ž . Ž ..and set b s d m rd f in case a
y1ll < <« x ykdŽf . y« < x < r b yk« < <m x F Ce s C F C « 1 q xŽ . Ž .Ý klž /b k!l
< dŽf« .Ž .for arbitrary k if « is small. observe also that trivially we have m x
< Ž qq1 < < qq1.y 1 s O « x for all q simply by the scaling-like properties of the
supports in both cases.
Ž . Ž w x.iii Damsma cf. 2 describes integration and Fourier transform in
a simplified version of the algebra of tempered generalized functions
Ž .however, he also changes the definition of the null ideal substantially .
Ž . Ž .The damping function S « , x itself by obvious adaptation of notation
then defines itself an element of the algebra and has the following
properties:
v for all multi-indices a and for all p there is p G p such that0 0
< a Ž . < yp Ž < <.yp› S « , x F c« 1 q x holds for small « ;x
v Ž . < <there exists R ) 0 such that S « , x s 1 if x - Rr«.
w xIn 3 he introduces the algebra of Fourier ultrafunctions consisting only of
rapidly decreasing representatives. There is no need for a damping factor
in integrals then.
This motivates the following
DEFINITION 5. Let S be a damping measure. Then the linear map
w Ž .xG “ C, R q N ‹ cl I R , is called S-integral. We will use the moret t S
suggestive notation HR d x instead.S
Ž .Remark 6. i Clearly the integral could be defined over arbitrary
n Ž w x.Lebesgue-measurable subsets of R cf. 8, Sect. 1.3.1 but here we will
concentrate on extension of Fourier transforms and wave front sets where
cutoff is achieved by appropriate functions.
Ž .ii Since in Definition 2 we did not include conditions on x-deriva-
wtives we cannot expect to prove a result on partial integration as in 1,
x Ž .Proposition 4.2.9 . If necessary it would be easy to vary conditions ii and
Ž .iii to hold for derivatives also.
First we want to check consistency with usual integration in special
cases: action of G on Schwartz functions, integrals of functions in S ort
² : wŽ Ž . Ž . . xG . Recall that if G g G and f g S then G, f [ cl HG f, x f x dxc t f
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Ž w x.is well defined in C cf. 8, p. 53 . From now on S will always denote a
damping measure.
Ž . ² :PROPOSITION 7. i If G g G and f g S then G, f s HGf d x.t S
Ž .ii If f g S then Hf d x s Hf dx in C ¤ C.S
Ž .iii If G g G has compact support then HG dx s HG d x.S
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. ii follows from i by setting G s 1; to prove i we estimate
Ž .the difference of representatives neglecting terms of the null ideal
G f , x f x 1 y S f , x dxŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H « «
F G f , x f x 1 y S f , x dxŽ . Ž . Ž .H « «
1qNyN < < qq1Ž < <.Nypwhich is dominated by c« H x 1 q x dx for fixed N, p
Ž . Žarbitrary, and f g A with q G N arbitrary. For iii , clearly G ¤ G cf.q c t
w x.1, 4.1.7 ; again estimating the difference of typical representatives we
Ž .simply use the fact that on the support of G by property ii of S we have
qq1< Ž . <1 y S f , x F C« if f g A .« q
Because most proofs of ``standard properties'' are more or less just
restatements of already worked-out proofs of the special settings described
above we will quickly proceed to the notions of regularity and wave front
set. In the next section we just summarize elementary facts about the
Fourier transform in our framework. First, however, we reconsider an
w xexample of 1, 4.2.8 , to illustrate some differences in varying the damping
measure S.
Ž . k Ž .EXAMPLE 8. The function f x s x is in O R and can therefore beC
wŽ . x kidentified with cl f in G . We compute Hx d x: by the classicalf t S
Ž .Fourier inversion theorem applied to x ‹ S f, x
k $ $Ž . Ž .i k k
k kÃx S f , x dx s S f , ? yx dx s i S f , ? 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hž /2p
$ Žk . k Žk .Ž . Ž .In Colombeau's setting S f , ? s 2p y1 f y? and thereforeŽ .
k kk Žk . kx d x s 2p yi cl f 0 s 2p yi d 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H fS
considered as generalized point value of d at 0. This also nicely reflects a
X Ž k .similar computation in S i.e., Fourier transform of x . If S is given by
Ž .Ž .a unit net according to setting ii a described above we get
ki
k Žk .x d x s cl m 0 .Ž .ÃH S kq1ž /d gfŽ . f
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Now set k s 0 and consider the difference of both results on f . This is«
equal to
1 m 0Ž .Ã
2pf 0 yŽ .ž /« d fŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž .which is in the null ideal if and only if 2p d f f 0 s m 0 for all f g AÃ q
for some q. This is impossible to hold for fixed m because the left-hand
Ž .side will take on purely imaginary and real values for certain choices
of f.
3. FOURIER TRANSFORM IN Gt
Turning now to the definition of Fourier transform, let R g E andM , t
define F R: A = R n “ C byS 0
F R f , x s eyi² x < y:R f , y S f , y dy , 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HS
Ž . yi x y Ž .or by abuse of notation F R x s He R y d y. It is immediately seenS S
Žthat this defines again an element of G i.e., F R g E and F R g N ift S M , t S t
.R g N . We denote the induced linear map again by F : G “ G and callt S t t
it generalized S-Fourier transform. The original version according to
w xColombeau's damping measure is given in his book 1 . Extensive further
Žinvestigation of its properties and new results are presented by Soraggi cf.
w x.12 .
The following consistency results hold and are immediate consequences
of the definition and of Proposition 7.
ÃŽ .PROPOSITION 9. i If f g S then F f s f.S
ÃŽ . ² : ² :ii Let R g G and f g S then F R, f s R, f .t S
ÃŽ . Ž .iii If R, f are as in ii then HF R ? f d x s HR ? f d x.S S S
The natural candidate for S-Fourier inversion clearly is given by
Ž U .Ž . Ž .n i² x < y: Ž .F R x s 1r2p He R y d y. An analogous version of the aboveS S
U wproposition is then valid for F . However, as we know from 1, RemarkS
x4.3.9 , in general an inversion theorem in the strict sense cannot hold. We
will show below that in actually it can never hold for F . Nevertheless aS
weak form of the inversion theorem is true. Recall that two elements U
and V of G are said to be equal in the sense of generalized temperaturet
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gtd
² : ² :distributions, denoted by U s V, iff U, c s V, c for all c g S . Hence
as an immediate consequence of Proposition 9 and its analogue for F U weS
state
gtd gtd
U UCOROLLARY 10. For all R g G : F F R s R s F F R.t S S S S
Finally we list basic properties concerning exchange of differentiation
with multiplication by Fourier transform and also weakened consistency
with S X.
THEOREM 11. Let U g G .t
Ž . Ž . U Ž . Ui F iy U s y› F U and F iy U s › F U.S j j S S j j S
gtd gtd
U UŽ . Ž . Ž .ii F › U s ix F U and F › U s y ix F U.S j j S S j j S
Ž . Ž . U Ž . Uiii If U g G then F › U s ix F U and F › U s yix F U.c S j j S S j j S
X ÃŽ . ² Ž . : ² Ž . : Živ If f g S then for all c g S : i f , c f F i f , c associa-S
X.tion in C . Here, i denotes the canonical embedding S “ G , f ‹t
wŽ . xcl f )f .f
Ž . w xProof. i As in the proof of 1, Proposition 4.3.5 , the typical represen-
tatives of both sides are equal.
gtd
U UŽ . Ž . Ž .ii Using i and Corollory 10 we have F ix F U s › F F U sS j S j S S
gtd gtd
U UŽ . Ž .› U and therefore ix F U s F F ix F U s F › U ; analogously for F .j j S S S j S S j S
Ž . Ž .iii By Proposition 7 iii the integrals may be computed without the
Ž .damping factor S f, x ; but then partial integration translates a represen-
tative of the left-hand side into one of the right-hand side; the computa-
tions for F U are completely analogous.S
Ã ÃŽ . ² : ² :iv We just need to observe that f )f , c y f )f , c s« «
Ã Ï Ï Ã Ã Ã² : ² : ² : ² :f , f )c y f , f )c tends to f , c y f , c s 0 for « “ 0.« «
Ãw x Ž .Colombeau's example 1, Remark 4.3.7 , i.e., S f, ? s f and U s 1 g
Ž . Ž .G R , shows that Theorem 11 ii cannot hold with equality in G int t
general. As a consequence Corollary 10 cannot hold in the strong sense
Ž . Žsince together with Theorem 11 i this would yield a contradictions as in
w x.1, Remark 4.3.9 . But his example can also serve to show that for no
damping measure S can a strict inversion theorem hold: with S an
darbitrary damping measure we have F U s F 0 s 0; on the other handS Sdx
a representative of ixF U is given byS
$
yi x yix e S f , y dy s ixS f , ? x .Ž . Ž . Ž .H
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If this lies in the null ideal N then there exist N g N and for all q G Nt
constants c, h ) 0 such that
X$ N 1yN< <ixS f , ? x F c 1 q x « ; x , « - h ;Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /«
$
< Ž . <the left-hand side evaluated at x s 0 gives S f , ? 0 which is un-Ž .«
Ž .bounded by condition iii of Definition 2. But the right-hand side tends to
0 as « “ 0.
COROLLARY 12. For e¤ery damping measure S there exists U g G sucht
that F › U / ix F U. Furthermore, Fourier in¤ersion by F U does not holdS j j S S
strictly in G .t
Ž .Remark 13. i There are important results concerning Fourier trans-
form of convolutions which are valid for examples in case of special unit
Ž w Ž . x.nets but not in general cf. 8, Theorem 1.11 c and Ex. 1.19 .
Ž .ii The above impossibility result fits nicely with Damsma's obser-
w xvations in 3, Lemmas 1 and 2 . This was one reason to introduce the
algebra of Fourier ultrafunctions in his paper. Fourier transform on this
algebra is a linear isomorphism with many classical properties.
Ž . Ž w x.iii Radyno et al. cf. 10, 11 also considered Fourier transform
lifted to algebras built up by equivalence classes of moderate sequences in
S. In this case the exact formula of interchange of partial differentiation
with multiplication by variables is still valid.
Ž . w xiv In 12, Theorem 3.6 , Soraggi proved that Fourier transform in
Ž n.the sense of Colombeau is injective when restricted to G R . Usingc
Ž .Proposition 7 iii , it follows from his result that this also holds for F .S
4. REGULAR GENERALIZED TEMPERED FUNCTIONS
w xIn 9, Sect. 25 , regularity theory is developed intrinsic to the algebra G
of generalized functions. It turns out that the subalgebra G‘ of elements
Ž .having representatives of uniform «-growth order for all derivatives is an
appropriate substitute for the subspace C‘ inside DX. This is emphasized
by results on hypoelliptic operators, propagation of singularities, and the
w xremarkable proof of the equality 9, Theorem 25.2
G‘ l DX s C‘ 6Ž .
Ž n.valid on arbitrary open subsets of R . Hence there is a concept of
Ž . ‘generalized singular support and local regularity in the sense of G .
Since G ¤ G this local concept can be carried over to G locally byc t t
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appropriate cutoff with test functions. This was refined and developed
w xfurther in 8 toward microlocal analysis of generalized functions. A global
‘ Ž w x.variant of G was defined as follows cf. 8, Definition 1.46 .
DEFINITION 14. G‘ is the subalgebra of those elements in G havingt t
representatives R with the following property: ’N g N : ;a g Nn ’M g0 0
N : ;f g A ’c, h ) 0 such that0 m
Ma yN < <› R f , x F c« 1 q x ; x , « - h . 7Ž . Ž . Ž .«
Ž . ‘ XWe will show that there is an analogue to Eq. 6 for G with St
instead of DX. Before this we state a lemma of Oberguggenberger which is
w xactually included in the proof of 9, Theorem 25.2 .
LEMMA 15. Let ¤ g E X, f g A . If there exists N g N such that for all0 0
m g N there are positi¤e constants c, h such that
5 m 5 1 ynD ¤ )f F c« 0 - « - h 8Ž . Ž .L«
Ž .D is the Laplace operator then ¤ is smooth.
Ž w x.Proof Adapted from 9, pp. 275]277 . Taking Fourier transform we
have for some constant cX
$2 m X yN< <j ¤f F c« .‘Ã « L
We want to show that ¤ is rapidly decreasing. Therefore we estimateÃ
$2 m 2 m 2 mN N N Ã< < < < < <« j ¤ j F « j ¤f j q « j ¤ j 1 y f «j .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã Ã ÃŽ .«
The first term on the right-hand side is dominated by a constant. For the
Ã Y< Ž . < < <second one we use 1 y f «j F c « j and that ¤ is polynomiallyÃ
bounded, of order K y 1, say. Hence we get
2 mqK2 mN Nq1< < < <« j ¤ j F c q c « 1 q j 9Ž . Ž .Ž .Ã 1 2
for some positive constants c , c and « small.1 2
Ž . < < Ž2 myK N .rŽNq1. < Ž . <We assert that a j [ j ¤ j is bounded. OtherwiseÃ
Ž . < < Ž . Ž .there exists a sequence j with j “ ‘ j “ ‘ such that a j “ ‘.j j j j
< < Ž2 mqK .rŽNq1. Ž .Setting « s 1r j yields a contradiction in estimate 9 be-j j
cause the right-hand side would stay finite whereas the left-hand side
tends to infinity.
Since m is arbitrary we conclude from the boundedness of a that ¤ isÃ
rapidly decreasing and hence that ¤ is smooth.
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THEOREM 16. G‘ l S X s Ot M
Ž .Proof. If f g O then it has a representative f )f in E ; ifM f M , t
n < a Ž . < Ž < < 2 .Ma g N there are M g N and c ) 0 such that › f y F c 1 q y and0
therefore
a a› f )f x s › f x y « z f z dzŽ . Ž . Ž .H«
M2< <F c 1 q x y « z f z dz.Ž .Ž .H
Ž .By Peetre's inequality applied to x y « z, « z and since « F 1 we have
Ž < < 2 .M M Ž < < 2 .M Ž < < 2 .M1 q x y « z F 2 1 q x 1 q z ; hence the above integral
Ž < < 2 .M Ž . xcan be dominated by some constant times 1 q x . Therefore cl f )f f
is in G‘.t
X ‘ Ž . XLet U g S l G with typical representative u)f for some u g S .t f
By definition of G‘ we have the following: ’N : ;a ’M ;f g At M
Ma yN < <› u)f x F c« 1 q x 10Ž . Ž . Ž .«
for some positive constant c and « small.
First we will show that u g C‘. It is enough to show that x u is smooth
Ž . Ž .for all x g D. Since supp x u )f is compact we have by 10«
a yN› x u )f F c «1Ž . « x , aL
Ž .and setting a s 2m, . . . , 2m it follows from Lemma 15 that x u is
smooth. Finally we have to show that u is actually in O . Set a s b q gM
< < Ž .with g s N for N chosen in 10 and b arbitrary. Then
1M yN b g b g< <c 1 q x « G › u)› f x s › u x y « y › f y dyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H« <g <«
and therefore
M b g b< <c 1 q x G › u x y « y › f y dy “ C › u x « “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H f
for f g A arbitrary. We conclude that u is in O .M M
Classically smoothness of a compactly supported distribution can be
tested by decrease properties of its Fourier transform. We introduce the
Žappropriate notion in the following definition in a generally useful for
.microlocal analysis studied in the next section .
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DEFINITION 17. Let G be a cone in R n. R g G is said to be rapidlyt
Ž .decreasing in G if it has a representative R f, x with the following
property: ’N g N : ;p g N ’M g N : ;f g A there are positive con-0 0 M
stants c, h such that
ypyN < <R f , x F c« 1 q x ; x g G , 0 - « - h .Ž . Ž .«
If G s R n we simply say that R is rapidly decreasing.
THEOREM 18. If U g G and S is a damping measure than the followingc
are equi¤alent:
Ž . ‘i U g G ;
Ž .ii F U is rapidly decreasing.S
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i “ ii . This follows from Theorem 11 iii as in the classical
case.
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii “ i Let U f, x be a representative and c g S arbitrary. Then
Ž . Ž .we compute neglecting terms of the null ideal using Proposition 9 ii ,
Ž .Theorem 11 iii , and the decrease property for F U successivelyS
a a aÃ² ² ² :› U f , ? , c s F › U f , ? , c s j F U f , ? , cŽ . Ž . Ž .« S « S «
< a << <F c j F U f , j c j djŽ . Ž .H S «
< < < a <j
X YyN yN 15 5F c« c j dj F c « cŽ .H Lp
< <1 q jŽ .
< < Yfor p ) a , « small, and c ) 0 depending only on a , f, and p. Since c
a Ž . Ž .was arbitrary and › U f , ? has compact support for small « at least it«
follows that
a yN› U f , ? F c«‘Ž . Ä« L
‘with N independent of a . Hence U is in G .
Ž . ‘ ‘Remark 19. i Note that for U g G the properties to be in G or Gc t
Ž .are equivalent and that condition i of Theorem 18 is independent of the
damping measure S. We will further investigate this is the next section.
Ž .ii The above characterization is just a pointer to Paley]Wiener]
like results. Much progress in this direction was already achieved in
w xsettings with more specified damping measures. We refer to 8, 12 instead
Ž .of just copying the results and arguments nearly literally to our frame-
work.
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Ž . w xiii A result related to Theorem 18 is given in 8, Proposition 3.13 ,
‘ w xusing the term G -rapidly decreasing 8, Definition 3.12 for a tempered
Ž .generalized function G having a representative G f, ? with the following
property: ’N g N : ;a g Nn ;p g N ’M g N : ;f g A0 0 M
«yN
a n› G f , x F C ; x g R 11Ž . Ž .« pr22< <1 q xŽ .
for some constant C ) 0 and small « . Then it is proved that the Fourier
Ž . ‘transform using a unit net as damping measure of a G -rapidly decreas-
Ž .ing function again has this property clearly, the converse is also true . This
is an analogue of the fact that the classical Fourier transform maps S
into S.
Ž . Ž .iv It follows directly from Theorem 11 iii that in Theorem 18 the
two conditions are then actually equivalent to F U being G‘-rapidlyS
decreasing.
5. EQUIVALENCE OF BASIC MICROLOCAL PROPERTIES
Microlocal analysis and pseudo-differential calculus in Coulombeau
w xalgebras are presented in 8, Chap. 3 , based on Fourier transform and
Ž .integration using damping measures defined by special unit nets. The aim
of this section is to show that concerning the basic definitions and fact this
fits into the current setting and at the same time maintains the complete
range of generality.
wWe proceed along the lines of classical theory as presented in 5, Sect.
x Ž . n8.1 . If U g G we define the cone S U : R _0 to be the complementc S
of those points having open conic neighborhoods G such that F U isS
Ž . Ž .rapidly decreasing in G and 0 excluded in any case . S U is closed inS
R n _0 and by Theorem 18 is empty if and only if U g G‘. As one would
guess from Theorem 18 this notion is actually independent of S.
LEMMA 20. If S and S are damping measures and U g G then1 2 c
Ž . Ž . Ž .S U s S U . Hence we may write S U instead.S S g1 2
Proof. Assume that F U is rapidly decreasing in the open cone G; letS1
Ž .U f, ? be a representative of U. Then there exist N g N and for all0
Ž .p g N a constant c such that for small «0
p yN< <1 q j F U f , ? F c« .Ž .Ž . ‘S « Ž .L G1
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If c g S with supp c : G we have therefore
pyN 15 5 < <c« c G 1 q j F U f , ? , cŽ .Ž .¦ ;L S «1
p
< <s F U f , ? , 1 q j c ,Ž . Ž .¦ ;S «1
‘Ž . 1Ž .interpreted in the pairing with L G as dual of L G . But according to
p ÃŽ . <² Ž . Ž Ž < <. . : <Proposition 9 ii the right-hand side is equal to U f , ? , c 1 q j«
apart from some null ideal terms in C; again by the same arguments this
<²Ž < <. p Ž . : <differs from the expression 1 q j F U f , ? , c only by terms ofS «2
order « q for arbitrary q. Since the set of all c g S with supp c : G is
1Ž . Ž < <. p Ž .dense in L G we conclude that 1 q j F U f , ? is bounded in G byS «2
some constant times «yN and hence F U is rapidly decreasing in G.S2
Interchanging the roles of S and S completes the proof.1 2
Ž .If w g D and U g G there is a representative of F wU of the formc S$
Ž Ž .. ww )U f , ? use Proposition 7 iii and the reasoning in the proof of 5,Ž .Ã
xLemma 8.1.1 can be applied to show
S wU : S U . 12Ž . Ž . Ž .g g
Moreover one can also copy the proof of the following property: let
n Ž . Ž .  4x g R and let w be a net in D with w x / 0, supp w “ x .0 n n n 0 n 0
Then
lim S w U s S wU 13Ž . Ž . Ž .Fg n g
n Ž .wgD , w x /00
Ž .in the sense that S w U will finally be contained in any open coneg n
containing the right-hand side. This enables us to transfer Hormander'sÈ
w xdefinition of wave front set 5, Definition 8.1.2 to the Colombeau algebra.
w xWe stick to the notation of 8 because the definition turns out to be
equivalent.
n Ž .DEFINITION 21. Let V be open in R and let U g G V . Then define
the cone of irregular directions at x by0
S U s S wU . 14Ž . Ž . Ž .Fg , x g0
Ž . Ž .wgD V , w x /00
The wa¤e front set of U is the set
n <WF U s x , j g V = R _0 j g S U . 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4g g , x
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Remark 22. Completely analogous to the classical case one has
Ž .S U / B if and only if x g singsupp U. As a consequence the projec-g , x g
Ž .tion of WF U to the first component is equal to singsupp U. Further-g g
more the wave front set is a closed subset of V = R n _0 which is conic in
the second component. If U has compact support then the projection to
Ž . Ž wthe second component is S U the proof is exactly as in 5, Propositiong
x.8.1.3 .
Ž .By Lemma 20 the cone S U of irregular directions at a point andg , x 0
Ž .hence the wave front set WF U is independent of the damping measureg
S chosen for computation of F . We will prove that Definition 2.1 isS
wequivalent to the definition of wave front set according to 8, Definition
x w x3.14 . To this end we use 8, Corollary 3.2 , which gives formulae com-
Ž . Ž . Ž .pletely analogous to 15 and 14 but with S wU defined in another wayg
w x8, Definition 3.13 ; note that in the last line of that definition it should
.read cFG instead of c G . Therefore we have to show that both defini-
Ž .tions for S U coincide when U is in G . This is the content of theg c
following lemma.
Ž .LEMMA 23. Let U g G and let S be a damping measure. Then S U isc g
equal to the complement of all points j in R n _0 ha¤ing a conic con¤ex open0
‘Ž n.neighborhood G with the following property: ’c g c R with supp c ; G, c
positi¤e-homogeneous of degree 0 outside some ball of radius r, 0 - r - j ,0
‘ Žand c s 1 near j such that cF U is G -rapidly decreasing in the sense of0 S
Ž ..Remark 19 iii .
Ž .Proof. First we note that S U is contained in the described set sinceg
the stated decay in G and the properties of c imply rapid decrease of F US
Ž .in G. To prove the reverse inclusion we assume that j / S U and0 g
Ž . ‘nonzero. By Remark 19 iv , we conclude that F U is G -rapidly decreasingS
in an open convex conic neighborhood G of j . This means exactly that all0
derivatives › aF U are rapidly decreasing in G. Choose a smooth functionS
Ž . < < < <c with supp c ; G, c j s 1 for j G j r2 and j in some closed conic0
neighborhood G of j contained in G. Then c › aF U is rapidly decreas-0 0 S
n n < <ing in R for all a g N . For j large derivatives of order ) 0 of c0
a Ž .vanish in G ; hence › cF U is rapidly decreasing by the Leibniz rule.0 S
To summarize we arrive at the very satisfying conclusion that Definition
w21 gives a notion of wave front equivalent to that introduced in 8, Sect.
x3.2.2 .
Ž .COROLLARY 24. The wa¤e front set of a generalized function in G V
according to Definition 21 can equi¤alently be determined by the methods of
w x8, Sect. 3.2.2 .
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w xHence all results of 8, pp. 124]131 are valid also in the present context.
ŽEspecially consistency with the distributional wave front set is valid proved
w x. nin 8, Sect. 3.2.3 . More explicitly, if V is open in R and i denotes the
XŽ . Ž .canonical embedding D V ¤ G V , we have the following
XŽ . Ž . Ž Ž ..THEOREM 25. If u g D V then WF u s WF i u .g
Finally we give an example illustrating the notion in a situation beyond
distributions arising from multiplication of distributions.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..EXAMPLE 26. In G R Let U s i 1r x q i0 and V s i 1r x y i0
1 qŽ . Ž .  4and consider W s U ? V. Note that WF U s WF s 0 = R andg x q i0
1 yŽ . Ž .  4WF V s WF s 0 = R . Therefore Hormander's wave front ruleÈg x y i0
for defining a product in DX is not applicable. More general with respect
w xto the hierarchy of distributional products in 9, p. 69 , even the model
Ž w x.product does not exist argument similar to 9, Ex. 1.4, Case 3 . In G a
Ž .representative W f, x of W is formed as product of the typical represen-
Ž Ž . Ž . .tatives use 1r x " i0 s vp 1rx . ipd
‘1 f x y y y f x q yŽ . Ž .
)f x s dy . ipf xŽ . Ž .Hx " i0 y0
of U and V. We want to determine the wave front set of W in the sense of
Definition 21.
 4Assertion 1. singsupp W s 0 .g
Ž .The k th derivative of W f , x can be written as a polynomial of order«
F k in expressions of the form
l
‘d f x y y r« y f x q y r«Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
A x s dyŽ . H« ž /dx « y0
and
1 x
Ž l .B x s f ,Ž .« lq1 ž /««
where 0 F l F k. Let K be compact in R; assume first that 0 g K ; then
Ž . Ž . lq1² Ž . Ž l .Ž .: Ž . Ž l .Ž . lthe values A 0 s y1r« vp 1ry , f yr« , B 0 s f 0 r«« «
Ž yN .can never be dominated by O « for fixed N for all k and f ; otherwise
if 0 has distance a ) 0 from K then B will vanish on K if « is small«
enough because supp f is compact; for the same reason in expression A«
the integration variable y will be bounded away from 0 and then splitting
ŽŽ . .into a difference of integrals and substitution x " y r« will bring each
summand into the form
l
‘d f y f yŽ . Ž .
dy s const ? dy ;H H lq1ž /dx x y « yy‘ x y « yŽ .
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Ž .if « is so small that a y « d f G ar2 this expression can be dominated
Ž . lq1by C 2ra independent of « .
Ž .Assertion 2. S W s R_0.g , 0
Ž . Ž .0 g singsupp W therefore S W / B; let c g D, c 0 s 1, c realg g , 0
valued, W s c ? W has the representative1
21 2yij x 2e vp , f x q y q p f x c x dx ;Ž . Ž . Ž .H ¦ ;ž /ž /y
Ž . Ž Ž .we have F W f y j s F W f , j this reflects the fact that vp 1ryŽ .S 1 1 S 1
.and d respect complex conjugation and hence rapid decrease on one side
of the real line would imply the same on the other side; but this would
Ž .imply that S W is empty}a contradiction.g , 0
Summarizing we conclude that
 4WF W s 0 = R_0.Ž .g
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